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COPPER TRANSPORT PATHWAY IN 

ISOPODA – A NEW INSIGHT INTO OLD 

‘PLAYERS’

Introduction
The members of the Isopoda order are widespread across the globe

being found even in extreme environments. They’ve been around for

300 million years but are the only crustaceans known to colonize

terrestrial habitats. This drastic habitat change came with the need of

dietary adaptations, specially regarding copper (Cu) acquisition.

• Assess  bioinformatically the 

conservation of Cu transport 

proteins

• Phylogenetic analysis of Cu 

transport proteins from different 

isopod species (terrestrial/ 

aquatic/ intetidal)

• Protein modelling and affinity 

calculation.

Objectives
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Results
We successfully

gathered sequences for

five key proteins of the

Cu pathway (shown

above). Our analysis

focused on 11 isopod

species, nine being

terrestrial, one aquatic

(Bragasselus molinai)

and one intertidal (Ligia

exotica). We aligned the

sequences and produced

phylogenetic trees

followed by 3-

dimensional models and

those models were tested

for its affinity level to the

Cu2+ ion.
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The score levels for each protein are listed beneath

the respective species. Higher scores are indicative of

higher affinity levels. In addition to the score levels we listed

the interaction aminoacids responsible for the strongest

connection to the Cu2+ ion and substitutions, when present.

The human sequence was added for comparison as it is a

well documented sequence.

Discussion Atox1 and ATP7a are the most conserved proteins indicating they have

crucial functions. SOD1, for being a mitochondrial protein, was the most conserved having the

same interaction aminoacids. As expected, proteins of terrestrial isopods had higher affinity

for Cu2+. In every tree a clear cluster formed for terrestrial isopods highlighting the differences

between organisms from different environments and different adaptations.

This metal is a central component of the hemocyanin

protein essentially for oxygen transport so terrestrial

isopods developed highly refined systems to acquire

this element (shown to the left). These metabolic

adaptations make them record breakers in both

intracellular storage and overall tolerance turning

them into exceptional environmental bio-indicators.

Fig 1 - Cu2+ Transport pathway from Nevitt et al., (2012).

Fig2 - Five different proteins involved in the transport of Cu2+ in Isopoda. The image shows a phylogenetic tree with different isopod species and H.

sapiens as root. A. assimile protein’s conformation and properties also present. Cu2+ affinity scores and bindind aminoacid next to the respective species.


